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ABSTRACT
In this chapter the authors describe the implementation ofan emerging virtual learning environment to
teach GIS and spatial sciences to distance education graduate students. They discuss the benefits and
constraints of our mixed architecture with the main focus on the innovative hybrid architecture of the
virtual GIS computer laboratory. Criteria that were lIsed to develop the virtual learning environment
entailed thefol/owing: (i) Facilitating student-instructor, student-computer, and student-student interac
tivity using a mix ofsynchronolls and asynchronous communication tools; (ii) Developing an interactive
online learning environment in which students have access to a suite ofpassive and active multi-media
tools; and (iii) Allowing student access to a mixed web-facilitated / hybrid architecture that stimulates
their cognitive geographic skills and provides hands-on experience in using GIS.

INTRODUCTION
Geographic information systems (GIS) are a
rapidly evolving technology that is integrated in
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mainstream undergraduate and graduate curricu
la. Spatial sciences and GIS are multidisciplinary
in nature and have important relevance beyond
their traditional disciplinary homes. Currently,
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spatial sciences and GIS courses are offered
through geography, civ i I engi neering, geop1atics,
soil, water and environmental science and other
programs. A GIS is a computer-based system for
managing, storing, analyzing, and presenting
spatia l data. GIS have three important compo
nents - computer hardware, sets of application
software modules, and a proper organizational
context including skilled people (Burrough and
McDonnell', 1998). As such, the GIS curriculum
is particularly suited to the development of in
novative learning models adaptable to students
from different disciplinary backgrounds. GIS
courses and programs are also ideally suited to
use novel technologies as the d iscipl ine itself is
technological ly enabled, or even technologically
driven. Zerger et al. (20 02) pointed out that it is
important to infuse spatial science theory with
practical examples I assignments and projects to
optimize learning outcomes. Thus, transforming
on-campus GIS courses intoa virtual learning en
vironment requires maintaining both lecture and
lab components. Spatial sciences aim to stimulate
cognit ive geographic thinking skills that involve
solving geospatial problems, to comprehend and
integrate huge amounts of geospatial data, and to
tacilitate understanding of both large-scale and
small-scale geographic features of ecosystems.
These cognitive geographic skills are a prerequi
site to understand i ng the u nderly ing mechan isms
forspatially-explicit modeling usingGI S software.
Hands-on GIS assign ments and projects fac i Iitate
student learning about GIS functionality and help
them build their own spatial models.
Dils tanceeducation courses and programs have
adopted a variety ofmultimedia and Internettech
nologies. Recent changes in information technol
ogy have challenged instructors not only in terms
of what they teach, but also which technology
they use to teach. The prol iferation of web-based
and interactive multimedia technologies that are
used to teach spatial sciences has transformed
nu merous on-campus courses into web-facili
tated, hybrid (blended) and distance education

courses. Hybrid courses mix traditional face-to
face instruction with a substantial portion that is
delivered online. Virtual learning environments
are diverse, ranging from simple web-pages to
complex hard- and software solutions. A virtual
learning environment is a set of teaching and
learning tools designed to enhance a student's
learning experience by including computers and
the Internet in the learning process. Criteria to
distinguish virtual learning environments include:
(i) delivery type - audio, video-based systems
(e.g. Power Point slides, videoclips, compressed
interactive video, virtual reality worlds, and
others); (ii) delivery media (e.g. books, journal
articles, CO, OV D, Internet); (iii) communication
type (synchronous and asynchronous) and student
involvement - (active and passive); (iv) level of
abstraction - content (e.g. text, maps, 3 D models,
40 simulations, interactive virtual models); (v)
presence of the instructor (e.g. availability and
accessibi lity of i I1structor by students); (v i) level
of interactivity between students, instructor and
computerized entities (student-student-, student-,
student-instructor-, instructor-, and student-com
puter centered); and (vii) user access (local e.g.
physical lab or field trip that requires the presence
of a student at a particular geographic place or
remote e.g. I nternet-based access or simu latedl
emulated equipmentand instruments). Virtual en
v iron ments present am u Iti med ia Iibrary ofshapes,
landscapes and sounds that establish a system for
construction and symbolic transformation. The
virtual environment as projective construction
provides an opportunity for participants to col
laborate in a variety ofmultisensory interactions:
visual-spatial, audio-spatial, and kinesthetic.

EXISTING GIS LEARNING SYSTEMS
Student-instructor interaction including face-to
face interaction and hybrid settings where students
interact with an instructorusing synchronous (e.g.
interactive video, chat room) or asynchronous(e.g.
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message board, email) communication tools are
commonly used to teach

~atial

sciences courSC5.

Other virtual learning environments for GIS
and spatial sciences focus on student-centered,
self-paced instruction. For example, virtual GIS
classrooms are offered through the Environmental
Systems Research Institute (ESR I) virtua Icampus
forGIS learning (http://campus.esri.com)and the
UNlGiS program (http://www.unigis.org). These
initiatives are not interactive, instead they simply
deliver existing curricula via a hyperlinked Inter
net del ivery mechan ism. Students have to prov ide
thei r ow n GIS software to take these courses. Other
disadvantages include that no tutors or instructors
are available for students. Students receive sup
port only through online message boards that may
not be able to replace an interactive synchronous
learning environment. Other implementation s use
webGIS and virtual GIS tools which are student
computcr centercd. Peng and Tsou (2003) dcfine
webGIS as a GIS distributed across a computer
network to integrate, disseminate, and communi
cate geographic information on the WWW (Peng
and Tsou, 2003). Wright et al. (2003) discussed
implications of a webGIS, a computational envi
ronment and toolset that provides scientists and
educators with simu Itaneous access to data, maps
and query wizards. They stress that webGIS is
only a preliminary step rather than a final solu
tion to teach GIS since spatial data must be also
linked to models for better exploration of new
relations bctwccn observed values, refinement of
numeric simulations, and the quantitative evalu
ation of scientific hypotheses. ArcIMS software
developed by ESRI has been used in numerous
applications to develop webGIS (Wright et aI.,
2003; Mathiyalagan et aI., 2005), however, it has
limitedcapabilities to teach GIS in a virtual learn
ingenvironment. Other open sourceGIS tools have
been developed to supportteaching. Forexam pie,
Stain field et al. (2000) presented a Java/ VRML
standalone multid imensional interface explorer
with basic GIS functionality. Though such tools
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provide display and query capabilities for spatial
datascts they fall 5hort in GIS in :;tructiun duc to

limited functionality for spatial modeling.

MOTIVATION AND GOALS
Sui and Bednarz(1999) stress the need for student
instructor interaction in geographic education
especially when considering the inherent multiple
intelligences possessed by each individual. In
other word s, students have vary ing learn ing needs
and hence they respond differently to different
delivery models. Figure I summarizes student
instructor-computer interaction that varies from
passive to active engagement using a variety
of delivery media. Barraclough and Guymer
(1998) and Fisher and Unwin (2002) argued that
interactivity enhances the perception and inter
pretation of spatial datasets (e.g. environmental
systems). Deadman et al. (2000) used a multi
media approach to teach GIS interactively using
a high-resolution, computer-based classroom for
delivering lecture-based live presentations of
the GIS software. Their hardware configuration
provided high-speed, high-quality video linkages
to broadcast GIS demos to distance education
students at remote sites.
The architecture of virtual learning environ
ments to teach GIS and spatiaJi sciences range
from centralized, closed systems to complex dis
tributed open systems (Figure 2a to 2e). Systems
differ in respect to the access to spatial datasets
that (i) can be hosted on a desktop computer, (ii)
a computerized entity that provides data a/o map
services, (iii) a server or (iv) nodes that are part
of a distributed open system (Pseng and TSOll,
2003). Likewise different architectures facilitate
different access to GIS software. For example,
in a centralized, closed system the GIS software
(e.g. ArcGIS, IDRISI) is installed on a desktop
machine. Web-facilitated instruction provides
limited GIS functionality through the Internet

Figure 1. Pyramid a/delivery types a/content to teach GIS and ~patial sciences courses
Student involvement
Passive

GIS demos (videoclips) on
external media
(CD .DVD) or streamed video
Digital lectures (video, audio)
Interactive webGIS : quizzes
Case studies incl . dscussion : group p-ojects
Active

Hands-on assignments I student p-ojects
using GIS software (virtual labs)
Virtual reality GIS (emergent spatial environments)

Figure 2. Architectures to teach GIS and spatial sciences courses
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stimu lates their cogn itive geograph ic ski lis
and provides hands-on experience in using
GIS.

while client/server systems require that the GIS
software is installed on ~II client machines. The
latter architecture has been used extensively to
teach GIS and spatial sciences courses at the
University of Florida (U F) and elsewhere. At
many universities, site Iicenses for expensive
GIS software packages are available that do not
extend to off-campus use, therefore favoring
on-campus client/server systems. An emerging
architecture that uses a hybrid setup in which
the GIS software is installed only on the server
el im inates the need for cl ients to install expen
sive software on their machines. Clients access
the spatial data and GIS software through the
Internet providing complete independence from
a geographic location. Advantages of a hybrid
system include flexible 2417 access of clients
to the server and fast performance of com plex
spatial operations on the server machine. Hybrid
systems provide a collaborative virtual learn ing
environment that is shared by students and the
instructor. Other possible architectures are based
on a distributed open system where each node
can become a client or a server based on the task
(Pseng and Tsou, 2003).
In th is chapter we descri be the im plementation
of an emerging virtual learning environment to
teach GIS and spatial sciences to distance educa
tion graduate students. We discuss the benefits
and constraints of our mixed architecture with
main focus on the innovative hybrid architecture
of the virtual GIS computer laboratory. Criteria
that were used to develop the virtual learning
environment entailed:

We adopted a multi-tier approach to develop
virtual entities that provided students access to
core content, communication- and service tools,
and a collaborative virtual study environments.
These tools aimed to train students in spatial sci
ences theory. An on line education portal provided
access to a variety of learning tools (Fig. 3). The
following list provides an overview:

a.

I.

b.

c.
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To provide student-instructor, student-com
puter, and student-student interactivity using
a mix of synchronous and asynchronous
communication tools,
To develop a liberal online learningenviron
ment in wh ich students have access to a su ite
of passive and active multi-media tools,
To provide students access to a mixed
web-facilitated / hybrid architecture that

The v irtuallearn ing env iron ment was uti Iized
to teach GIS and spatial sciences in context of
land resource management for distance educa
tion graduate students enrolled in the Distance
Education Graduate Track in Environmental
Science offered through the Institute of Food and
Agricu Iture Sciences (J FAS), U F [http://soils.
ifas.ufl.edu/distance/]. The course is an elective
in the GIS certificate program coordinated by
the I nterd iscipl inary Concentration in GIS. The
course is also open to non-degree seeking d is
tance education students interested in GIS and
spatial sciences. Thus, the science background
of students en rolled in th is course is diverse and
multi-cu Itura!'

IMPLEMENTATION
Development of Virtual Learning
Entities

Development of core content tools: The
core tools provided course learn ing content
to students including the following media:
(a) reading material in form of Adobe pdf
format; (b) Power Point sl ides narrated with
lecture notes; (c) digital lectures recorded
in Adobe Connect; (d) Flash animations; (e)
quizzes; (f) library of ArcGIS video clips
(step-by-step instructions to explain spatial

Figure 3. Snapshot ofthe online education portal that facilitates access to learning tools
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functionality of ArcGIS software); and (g)
hyperlinks to access Internet resources on
GIS. Almost all of these tools, except for
quizzes, are student-centered and focus on
information delivery.
Communication tools: We provided stu
dents with a variety ofcommunication tools
that aimed to engage students in exchange
of information, reflection, and discussion.
A mix of synchronous and asynchronous
communication tools were used to accom
modate students' diverse preferences to
interact with the instructor and teaching
assistants. Our tools included: (a) message
board; (b) chatrooms facilitated by Adobe
Connect; (c) bulk emails (shared with all
students); (d) self-reflective emails (shared
between students and the instructor); and
(e) phone.
Service tools: The online education portal
contains a variety ofservice tools thatguided
students through the course including: (a)
calendar; (b) checklistthat listed all required

4.

tasks (e.g. reading assignments, lectures,
GIS assignments, etc.); (d) grading tool; (e)
event viewer that listed all important class
events; and (f) upload and download func
tions for course material, assignment reports
and a final project.
Tools/methods that stimulated collabora
tivework: To engage students in discussions
numerous techniques were used: (a) focus
questions for chat sessions; (b) provocative
com ments posted by instructor and teach ing
assistants on the message board; (c) student
corner that provided photographs, profiles
and contact information for all students in
class; and (d) student peer-eval uation ofGIS
projects.

Implementation of the Virtual GIS
Computer Laboratory
The lab component ofthe GIS course required the
solvingoftraditional and topical GIS problems and
aimed atstimulatinghigherorderproblem solving
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skills using real-world spatial datasets. Each ofthe
GIS assignments address,~d one specific GIS topic
(e.g. map projections, raster-based operations)
using real-world GIS datasets and focused on
specific land resource issues (e.g. land use change
analysis, carbon sequestration, characterization
of the spatial distribution and variability of total
soil phosphorus in a wetland ecosystem). Detailed
step-by-step instructions supported by snapshots
ofthe GIS-based spatial operations were prov ided
to students to gu ide them th rough the assignments.
At the end of each assignment students had to
answer 2-4 questions closely related to what they
just learned. To answer these questions, students
employed their GIS knowledge to solve problems
with new datasets.
We adopted a hybrid virtual arch itecture that
provided distance education students access to
the ArcGIS 9.1 software and spatial datasets to
conduct the GIS assignments and to work on an
independent and/or group project. Figure 4 shows
the architecture of our virtual GIS computer
laboratory. Currently up to about 250 students can
work simu Itaneously in the v irtual computer lab.
The on Iy Iimitations to this system are hard drive
space and memory. Students access the virtual

computer lab using a Windows terminal server
application through a web browser. The virtual
GIS computer lab uses the Remote Desktop Web
Connection service provided by the Windows XP
Professional operating system. Remote Desktop
Web Connection consists of an ActiveX client
control and sample web pages. ActiveX controls
are reusable software components that can quickly
add specialized functionality to web sites, desktop
applications, and development tools. ActiveX
controls are used for developing programmable
software components used in a variety of differ
ent software tools. The ActiveX client control
provides virtually the same functionality as the
fu II Remote Desktop Connection cl ient, but it is
designed to del iverth is functional ity over the Web.
When embedded in a web page, the ActiveX cl ient
control can hostaclient session with a server, even
if the full Remote Desktop Connection client is
not installed on a user's computer. In essences,
the Remote Desktop Web Connection allows
students to access a remote computer (server),
via the Internet, from a local machine using a
web browser.
Using Microsoft Remote Desktop as a group
appliance has had several drawbacks in practica ll

Figure 4. Architecture ofthe Virtual GIS Computer Laboratory
Student users
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use. The firstofwhich is the lack ofupgradeabi Iity.
Servers were built to handle network..traffic and
file sharing, but not for multiple users logged in
simultaneously. The second constraint is related
to usage because the speed of Remote Desktop
applications decreases as the number of users
increases given a fixed set ofhardware configura
tion (i .e., processor speed and memory). Virtual
Desktops, which are essentially an image of a
computer, take a whole new approach for shared
computing. They are hosted from a Storage Area
Network (SAN), which is essentially a group of
com puters that share the same storage, processors
and memory. The software on the SAN will read
this image and allow you to connect to it as if it
were an independent computer. The SAN is able
to maintain a large number of desktops without
compromising usability. The software manages
the virtual desktops by having a single image of
a computer and si mply maki ng copies of it for
multiple users. The advantages of using a Virtual
Desktop Machine over a Remote Desktop server
are numerous. A II user data is saved to a shared
storage area, so if a desktop begins to show
problems, it can be deleted and a new desktop
can be created in its place at the touch of a but
ton. Also, software management is simplified by
only having to maintain one computer. All the
Virtual Desktop Machines are copied from the
single image. In addition, the Virtual Desktop
Model is much more cost effective and flexible
from an IT standpoint.
The virtual GIS computer lab differs from
Learning Management Systems (i .e. Blackboard
or WebCT Vista), and chat software such (i.e.
Adobe Connect or Elluminate) in that it provides
access to expensive software (i.e. ArcGIS), spatial
datasets and public and private workspace (files
and folders) on the server. In addition , the virtual
lab provides a secure learning environment that
enables students to learn complex, multi-step
geospatial operations.

Constraints and Benefits
Our versatile virtual learning entities provided
students with core content and service tools that
were used extensively by students throughout the
course. A survey conducted in 2003 and 2004
in which 27 di stance education students replied
(out of34 enrolled students) ranked the GIS as
signments conducted in the virtual computer
laboratory highest (4.7) followed by Power Point
slides (3 .6), read i ngmaterial (3.6), d igitallectures
(3.5), ArcGJS video clips (3.3), quizzes (3.0) and
hyperlinks (3.0), on a Likert scale ranging from
"5 = extremely useful" to "0 = not useful at all".
While some students have text or visual learn
ing styles, others have auditory learning styles.
Thus, we used a variety of contextual izations for
virtual entities customized for different learners.
For example, the same learning material about
one specific topic was provided in form of read
ing material, Power Point slides, a Flash anima
tion and a digital movie to reach students with
different learning styles. Such a liberal virtual
learning environment gives students freedom
to focus on those med ialtools they res pond to
best. Gardner (\983) asserts that humans learn
through many different cognitive styles ranging
from bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, intraper
sonal, linguistic, logical-mathematical, musical
and spatial. This suggests that the most effective
instructional med iashould engage multiple types
of learning styles. Zerger et al. (2002) argued for
a self-learning multimedia approach forenriching
GIS education . Such a student-centered approach
is liberal in the sense that students make choices
when, how much, and what to learn. They do
caution, however, that self-learn ing modules
are designed to complement rather than replace
existing trad itional approaches in the classroom.
Marion and Hacking (1998) exam ined the relative
merits of the Internet in education and argued
that the evolution of the Internet provides the op
portunity to build a more constructivist learning
environment. We agree that a virtual approach
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Figure 5. Student view o/public and privllteji/C's in the virtual GIS computer fahoratory
(a) Publ ic GIS data and fo~'ers
shared with all students in class

(b) Individual (private) student files

(c) Students and instructor share tne
same working environment
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to learning GIS and spatial sciences is important
because these d iscipl ines evolve rapid ly and text
books are often outdated within a shortamountof
time. Our core content tools can be easily updated
because they are organized in form of learning
objects using a hierarchical set-up.
We also promoted a flexible approach to
interacting with students. While some students
extensively used the public message board and
chatroom sessions other students preferred to
communicate with the instructor or TAs on a
one-to-one basis using self-reflective emails
and phone conversations. Students appeared
to be highly motivated to participate in group
activities fostered through the virtual learning
environment. They were encouraged to become
involved in a peer-evaluation of their classmates
GIS projects. Almost all students participated in
this process. Hardwick (2000) notes that shifts
towards collaborative models remove the common
competitive paradigm inherent in education and
we saw this to be true in the distance education
courses described in this chapter.
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Since students on ly needed the I nternet to
access the virtual GIS computer laboratory, no
physical presence on-campus was requ ired. Such
an implementation is ideal to teach GIS and spatial
sciences to distance education students that were
traveling and/or engaged in other professional
activ ities during the duration of the course. A
major advantage was that students, teaching as
sistants and the instructor had 2417 access to the
virtual GIS computer laboratory. Complex spatial
GIS operations cou ld be performed with the same
speed in the virtual GIS computer laboratory when
compared to local computers. I n addition, students
were not required to purchase and install expen
sive GIS software on their local client machines.
Other benefits included a reduction of the need
to download and upload large GIS files because
almost all such data files needed for the assign
ments were made available on a public folder in
the virtual GIS computer laboratory. For the GIS
project, students were able to use a web browser
to download spatial datasets into their individual
folders in the virtual GI S computer laboratory.

Public folders in the virtu a l GIS computer
laboratory provided access to spatia.l datasets and
assignments and generic folders were shared by
all students, teach ing assistants and the instructor
(Fig. 4). We constrained the access (read , write,
execute permissions) to individual (private) stu
dent folders (Fig. 4). This method did not permit
the students to share their GIS output from as
signments with each other, which reduced the
risk of plagiarism. The teaching assistants and
the instructor had unconstrained administra
tor access to all files and folders in the virtual
GIS computer laboratory. This is important for
troubleshooting and providing student support
in real-time for complex spatial operations. Be
cause the virtual GIS computer laboratory is a
collaborative learn ing env ironment, the students
and instructors were able to share the same view
of GIS files and projects simultaneously. This
faci Iitated collaborative student-student and stu
dent-instructor interactions independent from a
geographic location.
The Remote Desktop Web Connection pro
vided a high-encryption ensuring security to
the server. Remote Desktop works well over the
Internet, because only the keyboard input, mouse
input, and display outputdataare transmitted over
the network to a remote location. However, to
ensureoptimized viewing ofmaps and graphics, a
high-speed I nternetconnection between the cl ient
and server machine provided the best solution.
A benefit of the Remote Desktop set-up was that
client computers shared a clipboard that allowed
data to be interchanged. Sala (2003) described
similar examples of hypermedia modules for
distance education and virtual universities that
provide interactivity for learning while many
other learning tools are still limited to dis play
data and instructional material. Forexample Hays
et al. (2000) presented a tool that was limited to
display earth science data. In contrast, Barak
and Nater (2002) developed a web-based fu Ily
interactive learning environment to introduce

students to minerals and molecules. Thai and
Upchurch (2002) presented a synchronous ex
perimental machine-vision virtual laboratory to
engage students in hands-on assignments. Almost
all authors emphasize two critical elements that
engage students in learning activities namely
" inte ractivity" and " hands-on tool s".
While most students felt comfortable perform
ing tasks in the virtual GIS computer laboratory
others were challenged by the highly-interactive
computerized online environment. Overall , 3.6%
ofstudents found that itwas very casy, 24% found
it easy, 17.4% somewhat casy, 27.6% moderately
easy, 16.9% difficult, and 10.5% found it very
difficult to perform tasks in the virtual GIS
computer lab.
A complete overview of the survey can be
found in Grunwald et al. (2005). The response
timeofnumerical geospatial operations conducted
in the virtual GIS computer laboratory was no
different than the same operations conducted on
a local Pc. When asked if the GIS technology
used in this course improved the learning out
comes, students unanimously answered "Yes."
The assessment of student interaction included
the following responses: (i) 100% ofstudents used
the virtual GIS lab (no drop outs); (ii) on average,
85% ofstudents submitted biweekly self-reflective
emails throughout the course; (iii) the instructor
received about 2-3 emails daily from distance
education students; (iv) email traffic was generally
higher in the evening hours and weekends; and
(iv) on average, 650 messages were posted on the
message board in a given semester.
Five years of teaching in distance education
mode has enabled us to identify some limitations
with the current virtual GIS computer lab design.
To ensure fast display a high-speed Internet ac
cess is required . Though broadband availability
is greatly expanding in the U.S., it poses limita
tions to students at remote locations in developing
countries. In our course students from 5 different
u.S. states and from SouthAmerica were enrol led
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to receive advanced in struction in spatial sciences
and GI S that was prev iow~ly u navai lable. At lower
bandwidths the display of large, complex maps
slows down . The hard d rive and memory of the
server machine needs to be designed for peek
usage (e.g. simultaneous work in the virtual GIS
computer laboratory before assignment and proj
ectdeadlines). Other limitations included a major
time comm itment to develop the v irtual learn ing
environment that required content development,
programmingandextensivetesting. Despite some
of the limitations mentioned above, our virtual
learning environment has greatly improved GIS
and spatial sciences instruction atthe Univers ity
of Florida.

CONCLUSION
Our innovative architecture for the virtual GIS
computer laboratory is simple, affordable and
versatile in design. It provides a flexible, collab
orative v irtuallearn i ng env ironment for distance
education instruction. A hybrid approach was used
to complement virtual entities of core content,
service and communication tools with a virtual
GIS computer laboratory. The overall response
from students using the virtual GIS computer
laboratory was overwhelmingly positive. Some
students, that were less computer-literate, indi
cated that it was somewhat difficult for them to
perform tasks in the virtual computer laboratory.
Instructors and teaching assistants noted that the
virtual learning concept facilitated to oversee
students work and interact with students. Despite
our positive experience with our virtual learning
env ironment, we caution that a balanced team of
members from differentdisciplines is required for
successful implementation. Our team comprised
two faculty members teaching GIS and spatial
scie nces, a computer programmer and network
special ist.
Although the virtual computer laboratory was
designed for one specific GIS / spatial sciences
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course, it has the potential to be instrumental in
courses that make use of software packages a/o
simulation models(e.g. hydrologic and waterqual
ity simulation models, statistical software). The
virtual computer lab concept has also been adopted
by IFAS at UF to teach on- campus computer
mediated courses. This indicates that emerging
tech nologies do not on Iy im prove distance educa
tion instruction but also on-campus courses tha
might eventually develop into blended/ hybrid or
online courses.
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